
Youth Home Drills for Spring 2020 

 
 
Defensive Drills: 
* All Drills Should be done with stick 
 
Ladder Work: 
-Pick 6 drills form this video and do each two time on the ladder. MAke sure to be hold stick out and in good 
defensive position 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE9K9w6rOmM 
 
Goose GB’s 
- make a 5x5 yd box.  Work on Goosing the ball to one side (Like a hockey stick) then exploding through the 
ball for a GB, keep the stick head below your knees. 
-Make sure to choke up on  the stick for this, get in the habit of choking up on dpole. 
-Do this for about 45 sec’s going full speed.  Do 3 reps. 
 
Shuffle Stick Checks 
* Should be done with 2 people if you can find a partner/family member 
*This can also be done stationary using the back of the net or a pole. 
-Use a 20 yard straight line shuffling back and forth throwing checks on partner. 
-Throw each Check there and Back (Pokes, Lifts, Slap, Push and Slap, Wraps, Back Checks) 

*Can also be done with turned hips jogging as well. 
 
Diagonal Footwork Progression: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VE9K9w6rOmM


 
 
Footwork Progression: 
2 Reps of each one and make sure to do both sides, so #2-6 are actually 4 reps total. 



 
 
Box Drills: 
*Cones are about 10 yards apart 
 

 
 



 

 
 
Approach Drills: 

 



 

 
 
Offensive Drills: 
Soft Toss Shooting: 
Objective:  Work on shooting form and quick release using the step behind technique. 
Set Up:  

1) Personel: Shooter, Coach/Partner to toss ball.  They should be close together only 1-2 yards apart 
2) 6-7 yards away from goal, dead center on cage.  Goal is to shoot dead center on cage, focusing on 

form not placement 
The Drill: 

The coach/partner will underhand toss the ball to the shooter.  The shooter will catch the ball and shoot 
at cage.  Shooter is focusing on getting arms extended from the body and coming overhand to the target. 
While also focusing on the step behind technique to generate power, accuracy and quick  release. 

As you get more comfortable increase the pace of reps.  You should be tired at the end of this. 
 
*If you are unsure of what a Step /Behind Technique is take a look at this video it does a solid job explaining 
the fundamentals.  Then just add a lacrosse stick.   https://vimeo.com/364617932 
 
Time and Space Shooting: 
*Before shooting watch this video, it’s one of the better ones I’ve seen talking about wrist action and body 
movement in shooting for power and accuracy.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujqm0sdy93M 

https://vimeo.com/364617932
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujqm0sdy93M


 
Objective:  

1) Work on shot placement and technique for time and space shots. 
2) Work on release points in the same technique to give variance in shot location 

Set Up:  
1) Rotate between 8-13 yards from the cage and Left/Right/Center of cage 
2) Don’t use feeder, just maximize reps by picking up GB and getting shot off 
3) Focus on overhand shots, and hitting the 6 main areas of the cage (Top  R/L, Hips R/L, Lower R/L) 
4) Your technique should be the same for all 6 shots, just your release point (Where you snap your 

wrists) should change.  This is how you become a deceptive shooter. 
 

On the Run Shooting: 
*Before shooting watch this video, it’s one of the better ones I’ve seen talking about foot placement and body 
rotation, as well as where hips should be going. This can  explain it better than I can write  it out. Also gives a 
great warm up and foot drill for shooting on  the run. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0-6oIyQMBY 
 
Objective:  

1) Work on shot placement and technique for shots on  the run. 
2) Work on release points within the same technique to give variance in shot location 

Set Up:  
1) Work the right Alley and Left alley, Shots should come from 7-9 yards out, no further 
2) Don’t use feeder, just maximize reps by picking up GB and getting shot off 
3) Focus on overhand shots, and hitting the 6 main areas of the cage (Top  R/L, Hips R/L, Lower R/L) 
4) Your technique should be the same for all 6 shots, just your release point (Where you snap your 

wrists) should change.  This is how you become a deceptive shooter. 
 

Wind Doges: 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N0-6oIyQMBY


 
 

 


